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Just as we were looking forward to a post-Covid surge in
economic activity, along comes Russia's invasion of Ukraine.
Commodity prices have soared, confidence levels have declined,
and the multi-decade shift towards greater internationalisation of
the world economy may have come to an end.
How is New Zealand placed to handle the changes lying ahead?
The cost of living is soaring and interest rates rising. But this is
not the 1970s and a wage-price spiral eventually requiring the
Reserve Bank to create a deep recession to get inflation under
control is not likely.
Businesses are struggling to find labour and materials. These
problems are likely to persists all through 2022 into 2023, with a
likely loss of young people to Australia causing staffing problems
to worsen for a few more years.
Looking forward to sharing my insights on the above with you all.
You can also check out my weekly column for OneRoof in the NZ
Herald.
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Charlotte Lockhart is a business advocate, investor, and
philanthropist with more than 25 years’ experience in multiple
industries locally and overseas.
As founder and managing director for the 4 Day Week Global
campaign she works promoting internationally the benefits of a
productivity-focused and reduced-hour workplace. Through this,
she is on the board of the Wellbeing Research Centre at Oxford
University and the advisory boards of the US campaign and the
Ireland campaign for the 4 Day Week.
Since a diagnosis with Stage 4 breast cancer, Charlotte has
become very focused on changing the way we work today to a
better, more inclusive experience for everyone.
In their spare time Charlotte and Andrew enjoy working in their
vineyard business on Waiheke and spending time with family.
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Christine Rankin started life in the little town of Blackball on the West Coast
of the South Island where her father was a coal miner. Her childhood was
very challenging to say the least. At 25 she found herself on DPB with two
small boys.
From Beneficiary to Temporary Clerk in the Department of Social Welfare,
against all odds, she went on to have a glittering career achieving many firsts
in the Public Sector. She became CEO of Work and Income NZ in 1998 only
to see this career take a death defying crash in 1999.
Her story of that time is she says “not only a shocking story but a travesty”
and one that made her for a long period of time- The most hated woman in
New Zealand. Despite nationwide controversy regarding her short skirts and
big earrings Christine won the Best Dressed woman in NZ in 2001 and was a
runner up in 2006. Christine has gone on to rebuild her life and her career
which includes Radio and Television commentating including a radio talk
show with Radio Live.
She has been the CEO of several organisations and Director of The
Transformational Leadership Company, in partnership with her son
Matthew. Christine has also had a career in local Government, and is
currently the Deputy Mayor of Taupo and a member of the Lakes District
Health Board. She has also had a very successful career as a public speaker
for the past 20 years.
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Monica Moore is a dynamic award-winning international speaker,
award-winning author and a coach. She is experienced in digital
and live presentations.
Known as ‘‘The Communication Evolutionist’ she engages
sensitively with her target audiences through tailored keynotes
and presentations specialising in communication, decision
making, company culture and innovation. She has a special
interest and notable success empowering women.
Her approach is comedic, infused with important and
inspirational messages, ensuring that audiences leave with tips
and tools to enable them to personally evolve in the areas they
seek.
Monica is the current President of the Professional Speakers
Association of New Zealand. She is an accredited member and an
Associate of the Trinity College in London for Communication
(Distinction). She is also the recipient of the Fast Track Speakers
Scholarship (2020) and the Brightstar Speaker of the Year (2021).
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Julia Grace is an international keynote speaker and Tui award winning
singer-songwriter, with a strong background in Health Education. Using a
unique blend of Science, Story and Song, Julia shares her personal journey
with depression and anxiety to encourage audiences to Be Kind to their
Minds.
Tackling a heavy topic with a lighter touch, she specialises in practical tools
and language around mental health that anyone can use. Audiences laugh,
cry and learn with this unique communicator.
Julia’s keynotes and workshops are focussed around using her ‘Grab-Able
words’ to develop a Mental Wellness first-aid plan for your business, team or
family. Themes include:
The Wobbly Point: Planning for the Tough Stuff
Make a Big Scene, and Carry On: Positive Communication
Happy Hobbies: Creating Calming Brain Breaks
One Degree of Change: Small Steps towards Wellbeing
Julia is the current Vice President of the Professional Speakers Association of
New Zealand and Founder of the Juliagrace Charitable Trust, a Mental
Wellness educational initiative.
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Specialising in business growth in key areas of Leadership,
Communication and Practical Wellbeing, Christine Rankin, Monica Moore
and Julia Grace draw on collective expertise, individual areas of research
and lived experience. Wherever your business is wanting to head, they
will help you go From HERE to THERE.
What draws them together is a desire to see teams succeed by:
• Nurturing a healthy Transformational Leadership style;
• Creating strong, collaborative communication;
• Developing a Mental Wellness First Aid Kit to support staff .
What sets them apart is their fun, interactive and entertaining way of
tackling the hard topics with a lighter touch - they call themselves ‘The
Hits of the 50s, 60s and 70s!’
More About
Organised Chaos

